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road map
» wealth – place-based or hyper-mobile? 

» re-embedding wealth in place

» trends in philanthropy 

» research currently underway 
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wealth in rural?

» what is wealth? 

» what does wealth look like in rural? 
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wealth and    place 
» historically wealth was place-based

» wealth is now hypermobile 

» wealth can be argued as ‘place-less’ 
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implications for rural
» rural areas are substantial areas of wealth

» currently rural wealth is not place-based forever

» negative impact of intergenerational transfers of 
wealth
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re-embedding 
wealth to place

» exploring platforms to re-embed wealth across 
Canada

» exploring processes to prevent loss from 
intergenerational transfers
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transfer of wealth
» movement of wealth through inter-
generational transfers 

» Transfer of wealth window quickly 
approaching in many rural communities » 

» aging population 
» youth not returning to their ‘home’ 
communities 

Keeping Wealth in Montana

How community wealth can inspire endowment 
building, empower communities and 
transform Montana

The Montana Community Foundation
all about Montana’s future  
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opportunities 

The Opportunity is Massive. The Time is Now.

2010 to 2019 2020 to 2029 2030 and after

Peak Years of Transfer

For generations, frugal Nebraskans worked hard and saved 

money for the future. Most lived their entire lives close 

to their birthplace. One family might occupy the same 

property, even the same home, for multiple generations. 

As we are well aware, this is no longer the case. 

Over the next 50 years, our state will experience the 

largest intergenerational transfer of wealth in its history. 

The World War II and the Baby Boom generations own 

more private wealth than at any time – more than 

$600 billion. This wealth may be held in real estate, 

securities, retirement accounts and other assets. 

Some will go to taxes. Most will go to heirs. Due to 

outmigration, many of those heirs no longer live where 

the wealth was built, and may no longer feel connected 

to those places. 

Once wealth leaves our communities, the opportunity 

for give-back becomes more and more unlikely. 

We must act now to encourage charitable investment 

in the future of our communities while the window of 

opportunity is open. We must teach, encourage and 

inspire our citizens to give back today, and include 

their community in their estate plans for tomorrow. 

If only a small portion of this wealth – just 5 percent – 

were given back through charitable gifts and endowed 

in community funds, we would have millions of dollars 

each year to invest in Nebraska hometowns where 

young families can prosper. The Nebraska Community 

Foundation is helping people across the state achieve 

this vision. 

In 51 Nebraska counties shown here, the peak years for wealth transfer are on the near horizon.  
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transfer of wealth
• Of rural communities with existing community foundations … 
• 50% of community foundations in Atlantic Canada were uncertain if they 

can capture and benefit from the transfer of wealth
• 24% of rural community foundations in Manitoba were uncertain if they 

can capture and benefit from the transfer of wealth

Foundations with plans/strategies for 
capturing intergenerational transfer of 
wealth

Atlantic Canada       1 of 10
Manitoba 3 of 44

Number of boards indicating difficulty 
in understanding or describing 
intergenerational transfer of wealth

Atlantic Canada         5 of 10
Manitoba 16 of 44
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trends 
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trends 
» change is everywhere!

» impact investing

» social finance, social 
enterprises

» rise of place-based 
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place-based endowments 
in the periphery

» 4 year applied research initiative to examine how 
community endowments can be utilized to support, 
revitalize, and sustain rural places

» Key activities

» work with 4-6 rural communities/regions 

» build transfer of wealth formula for rural Canada

» More information at www.ruradev.ca
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resources
» Fostering Sustainable Futures for Rural 
Community and Regions through Philanthropy 
Final Report

» Assets, Revenue, and Gifts: A Review of 
Atlantic Canada’s Community Foundations

» Examination of Community Foundations in 
Atlantic Canada

» Scan of Manitoba’s Community Foundations
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